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Abstract

Unlike homopolymers, biopolymers are composed of specific sequences of different types of monomers. In proteins and RNA molecules,
one-dimensional sequence information encodes a three-dimensional fold, leading to a corresponding molecular function. Such folded structures
are not treated adequately through traditional methods of polymer statistical mechanics. A promising new way to solve problems of the statistical
mechanics of biomolecules comes from computational linguistics, the field that uses computers to parse and understand the sentences in natural
languages. Here, we give two examples. First, we show that a dynamic programming method of computational linguistics gives a fast way to
search protein models for native structures. Interestingly, the computational search process closely resembles the physical folding process. Sec-
ond, linguistics-based dynamic programming methods are also useful for computing partition functions and densities of states for some foldable
biopolymers e helix-bundle proteins are reviewed here. In these ways, computational linguistics is helping to solve problems of the searching
and counting of biopolymer conformations.
! 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. How computational linguistics applies to the structures
of RNA and proteins

We review here new computational ways to enumerate the
conformations of biopolymers, drawn from the seemingly
distant field of computational linguistics. Why is computa-
tional linguistics relevant to biopolymer statistical mechanics?
A biopolymer chain encodes a one-dimensional information,
resembling the way a sentence encodes information in a linear
string of words. Just as a sentence is a linear chain of words
taken from a vocabulary, a linear heteropolymer molecule

is a covalent linear chain of monomers taken from an ‘‘alpha-
bet’’ of different chemical moieties. Just as every sentence in
a natural language has a particular grammatical structure that
encodes its meaning in a one-dimensional string of words, pro-
teins encode their three-dimensional structures (and functions)
in a one-dimensional string of amino acids. In this paper, we
illustrate the computational linguistics approach with two ex-
amples: (1) an efficient algorithm for predicting the native
states and folding routes of proteins and (2) an algorithm for
computing the partition functions and stabilities of helix-
bundle proteins.

Consider the process of extracting information from a spo-
ken or written sentence. This is called diagramming or parsing
a sentence. Parsing is a process by which a listener: (a) begins
with the one-dimensional string of words, (b) searches through
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a potentially large number of different topologies that represent
the many possible relationships among different words and
phrases, and (c) chooses the one that conveys the correct single
meaning of the sentence. This is how a listener comes to under-
stand a sentence. A similar process is needed for predicting the
three-dimensional structure of a protein molecule from its
sequence of monomer units (see Fig. 1). Computer protein
structure prediction, too, is a process: (a) starting with a
one-dimensional string information, (b) considering all the pos-
sible topologies (conformations) that could represent the possi-
ble native structure of the protein, and then (c) choosing the one
(native structure) having the global minimum free energy.

In this review, we describe how the automated diagram-
ming or parsing algorithms used in computational linguistics
are beginning to contribute insights into biopolymer structures
and statistical mechanics. These algorithms are all instances of
dynamic programming. Dynamic programming algorithms can
solve large search problems (such as the search for the lowest
energy structure of a protein) by recursively decomposing them
into smaller problems that can be solved independently (e.g.
the search for the lowest energy structure of fragments of this
protein) and using the solutions of these smaller problems to
solve the larger problem. When applied to language, such al-
gorithms require a formal grammar, a mathematical description
of the possible sentences and associated grammatical struc-
tures for a particular language.

The key insight is in recognizing that for certain topological
optimization problems e including the parsing of a sentence
or the folding of a protein, the globally optimal state can usu-
ally be found efficiently by making small local independent
decisions at first (deciding whether small phrases of a sentence

make sense, or determining whether short peptide fragments
of a protein chain are metastable) and then combining those
decisions hierarchically until a solution is found to the full
problem. While not guaranteed to find the global optimum
in general, it is found that this divide-and-conquer approach
almost always works for these two specific types of problems
(see below).

First, we describe the CKY (CockeeKasamieYounger)
algorithm [1,2], a commonly used dynamic programming
technique for parsing sentences. Then we describe a variant
of CKY, which we call ZAMDP (Zipping and Assembly
Mechanism by Dynamic Programming), that searches protein
models to find native states in a recursive, hierarchical fashion
[3]. Finally, we describe how related dynamic programming
methods of computational linguistics can help computing
statistical mechanical partition functions of folded polymers
[4,5], such as proteins and RNA, a problem that has tradition-
ally been challenging.

2. Parsing sentences using dynamic programming

In order to understand and distinguish the meaning of
sentences such as ‘‘We eat sushi with tuna’’ and ‘‘We eat sushi
with chopsticks’’, it is necessary to parse them, i.e., to identify
their correct syntactic structures. Fig. 1 shows the possible
structures, or parses, for both sentences. We use phrase struc-
ture trees to represent the parses of our example sentences,
although Fig. 1 also shows the corresponding dependency
graphs, which resemble polymer graphs. Such trees can be gen-
erated by context-free grammars [6], a particular kind of formal
grammar that is able to generate recursive and hierarchically
nested structures. Each node of the parse tree represents a ‘con-
stituent’ of the sentence, and is labeled by its corresponding
syntactic category, e.g. S (sentence), NP (noun phrase), VP
(verb phrase) or PP (prepositional phrase). These parse trees
can be generated by the grammar shown in Fig. 2. Rules
such as 0S/NP VP0 are statements that a constituent of cate-
gory S (sentence) can be formed from a constituent of category
NP (noun phrase) that is immediately followed by a constituent
of category VP (verb phrase). Lexical rules of the form
0NP/ we0 specify that the word we forms a constituent of
category NP.

2.1. How the CKY method works: the details

Fig. 3 shows how the CKY algorithm identifies all possible
structures for an input sentence. Chart parsing algorithms such
as CKY are dynamic programming techniques that exploit the
independence assumptions implicit in the tree representation
to search all possible trees efficiently and systematically.
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Fig. 1. Phrase structure trees (left) or dependency graphs (right) show the
grammatical structures of sentences. Here, S stands for sentence, NP for
noun phrase, N for noun, VP for verb phrase, V for verb, PP for prepositional
phrase, and P for preposition.
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Fig. 2. A formal (context-free) grammar that describes the sentences in Fig. 1.
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In order to parse the sentence We eat sushi with tuna, CKY
first creates a table, called the parse chart. Each cell in this
matrix is expressed as chart[i][j], which represents the part
of the sentence from word i to word j (Fig. 3(1.)). CKY then
fills this chart bottom-up, starting with the cells along the
main diagonal, i.e., the individual words themselves
(Fig. 3(2.)). Next, CKY moves to the next diagonal away from
the main diagonal and fills all the cells chart[i][i! 1], followed
by the next diagonal, which are all the cells chart[i][i! 2], etc.,
until the top cell chart[1][n] is filled (Fig. 3(2.e6.)).

The cell chart[i][j] is filled in the following manner:
if chart[i][k] contains a constituent with category Y, chart
[k! 1][j] contains a constituent with category Z, and if there
is a grammar rule X/Y Z, a new constituent with category
X is entered into chart[i][j]. In order to recover the grammat-
ical structure of X, a pair of backpointers from X to Y and Z is
added. If chart[i][j] already contains a constituent X, it is suf-
ficient to add a new pair of backpointers to that X. Therefore,
the cell for eat sushi with tuna only contains one VP. The cell
chart[i][j] remains empty if there are no previous chart entries
Y in chart[i][k] and Z in chart[k! 1][j] and corresponding
grammar rules X2Y Z that allow it to be filled.

If, at the end of the process, the top cell chart[1][n] is
empty, it means that the input sentence cannot be generated
by the grammar, and therefore does not belong to the lan-
guage. Sometimes, parsing a sentence involves making proba-
bilistic decisions: one possible meaning of a sentence may be
more likely than another, for example. In those cases, statisti-
cal parsers (e.g. see Refs. [8,9]) are used. Statistical parsers
require a probability model to rank competing analyses. This
model is also typically used to prune away unlikely structures
early in the process in order to speed up the search.

We now describe how a similar algorithm can be applied to
protein folding.

3. A dynamic programming algorithm for hierarchical
protein folding

Research in protein folding has long faced the ‘‘Levinthal
paradox’’, the question of how a protein can find its unique
native structure e which is a small speck in its large confor-
mational space e very quickly (in microseconds, for some
proteins). One hypothesis is that proteins fold by the Zipping
and Assembly Mechanism (ZAM) [10e16]. Accordingly, in
the earliest stages of folding (submicroseconds, for small pro-
teins), peptide pieces of the chain search independently their
local conformations and converge upon metastable partial sub-
structures. At later stages, either one such metastable piece
grows additional structure by accreting nearby unstructured
chain or multiple peptide pieces assemble together into larger
structures. This hierarchical process of ‘‘local first, global later’’
is identical to the way the CKY method parses sentences. On
this basis, we tested a variant of CKY as a computational strat-
egy for predicting the native states of proteins from amino acid
sequences. We call the dynamic programming method ZAMDP
(Zipping and Assembly Mechanism by Dynamic Programming).
We have explained ZAMDP in more detail elsewhere [3].
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Fig. 3. The CKY algorithm: (1.) the chart is initialized; (2.) the lexicon entries
are entered into the chart; (3.e6.) the chart is filled.
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Dynamic programming techniques have also been proposed
for the identification of optimal combinations of independent
secondary structure elements [17].

To test this hierarchical search principle, we used a simple
exact lattice model, called the HP model [18]. In the HP model
(Fig. 4), each monomer unit is represented as a single bead. To
capture the different amino acid sequences in the simplest pos-
sible way, we lump the 20 types of amino acids into just two
types of monomers: hydrophobic (H) and polar (P), chained to-
gether in different specific sequences. Folding is driven when
two H monomers noncovalently associate with each other in
different conformations. The energy function of the HP model
is based on the number of (native or non-native) HH contacts in
a conformation. In this, the HP model differs from, and is more
physically plausible than, the superficially similar lattice
variants of Go models, which use potentials that simply enforce
the native structure. We consider short chains (up to 20
monomers) on two-dimensional square lattices. Exhaustive
enumeration on the computer allows us to explore the full con-
formational space without approximation. Despite its simplic-
ity, the HP model has all the essential ingredients of proteins
needed to serve as a workbench for testing computational
search methods: it contains the basic physics, where chain
entropy and excluded volume oppose a collapse driven by
solvation interactions encoded throughout the sequence, differ-
ent sequences fold to different structures, and the native struc-
tures are often unique in a conformational space that grows
exponentially with the chain length. With this model, we have
been able to test whether the ZAMDP search method is able
to find the single globally optimal native conformation, and
do so without searching the full conformational space. We
found that this CKY-like searching is an efficient way to find
the native states of these model proteins.

ZAMDP for protein folding follows the chart parsing
method described above. It predicts the structure of a protein
chain through a hierarchical search process that: (a) identifies
the possible structures of small chain fragments, (b) stores
them in a lookup table (like a parse chart), and then (c) itera-
tively combines adjacent pairs of such fragments, to grow
structure in the molecule toward the native state. Unlike stan-
dard CKY, ZAMDP does not use a grammar, but simply con-
catenates adjacent chain fragments like pieces of a jigsaw
puzzle, and explores all their local configurations. When two
pieces are brought together, we search all the viable ways
they can be configured and keep only those having lowest
energies.

3.1. The hierarchical search method is also a useful
model for the physical folding process

A computational search method, such as the dynamic pro-
gramming algorithm proposed here, need not necessarily rep-
resent the kinetic processes that are involved when a protein
physically folds up in a test tube. However, because the pro-
cesses in our hierarchical search method so closely resemble
the physical processes that we believe are involved in protein
folding e parallel, local, independent decisions of peptide
pieces at first, and more serial, nonlocal, global, and interde-
pendent decisions later e we tested whether its computational
steps might also correspond to the physical microscopic routes
by which proteins fold. We find that the algorithmic steps
closely resemble the physical folding routes, as noted below.

3.1.1. This search method can account for the Levinthal
paradox

Because proteins can fold up so quickly, it has been clear
since Levinthal first noted it in 1968 [19] that proteins must
typically avoid searching vast stretches of conformational space.
What conformations do the protein avoid? And, how does it
avoid them? The approach described above gives a simple an-
swer: the large global optimization problem of protein folding
can be solved, at least for most foldable monomer sequences,
by breaking the problem into independent local optimizations
on small local pieces of chain at first, and then making increas-
ingly hierarchical decisions on those pieces until the protein
is folded.

The search method is efficient because it never searches
more than a few degrees of freedom at a time and eliminates
high-energy conformations early in the search. Even though
our method explores only a small fraction of the search space,
it correctly identifies the single globally optimal conformation
(known from prior exhaustive enumeration) for 96.6% of all
24,900 HP sequences of length 20. This local-first-global later
Zipping and Assembly Mechanism explains how almost any
protein can physically fold so quickly to its unique native state
despite its large number of degrees of freedom and its complex
energy landscape.

3.1.2. Physical kinetics is more parallel than in
Monte Carlo

Because ZAMDP represents folding routes as trees, it
appears to be a more accurate way of representing the micro-
scopic parallelness of folding than Monte Carlo algorithms
are; the latter are inherently sequential. Unlike Monte Carlo
algorithms, our hierarchical dynamic programming method
explores and returns all possible routes simultaneously.

3.1.3. This algorithm captures the PlaxcoeSimonseBaker
relationship between the native structure and folding rate

Protein folding rates are approximately predictable from
their native structures: folding is fastest for proteins having
the most local contacts (i.e., near neighbors in the chain se-
quence, as in helical proteins) and slowest for proteins having
the most nonlocal contacts (mainly b-sheet proteins). Over

0 HH-contacts 4 HH-contacts 6  HH-contacts

The HP model:   H      P 

Fig. 4. The HP model of proteins.
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about eight orders of magnitude, the logarithm of folding rates
diminishes with a quantity called the average contact order of
the native structure [20], a measure of the average separation
along the chain of the contacting monomers. Correspondingly,
we find that, when averaged over all 20mers in the HP model
with the same contact order, a ‘‘computational folding rate’’,
which takes the accessibility of the native state as well as
the computational search time required for CKY to reach it
into account, follows a similar dependence on the average con-
tact order (see Fig. 5).

3.1.4. ZAMDP identifies slow- and fast-folding proteins
Since our algorithmic folding times correlate with physical

folding times, the routes, mechanisms and bottlenecks that
the dynamic programming method predict may also have
some similarity to the physical processes. What are the search
bottlenecks? Fig. 7 shows the difference between fast- and
slow-folding proteins. It shows that fast folders are fast be-
cause: (a) each local decision (say, to form a turn of a helix)
is rapid (because it does not involve much conformational
searching), (b) there are many parallel options (a helix can
start at any turn), and (c) each local contact is helpful (because
it reduces the space of remaining conformations), even if it is
non-native. A local contact is established after less searching
than a nonlocal contact, and once a contact has been estab-
lished, less subsequent searching is required.

3.1.5. ZAMDP identifies slow- and fast-folding routes
The ZAMDP identifies all direct folding routes that lead to

the native state. We display ensembles of folding routes for the
same HP sequence by projecting them onto the parse chart
such that a cell is colored black if all routes pass through it
and white if none do. Under the assumption that each

combination of two adjacent conformations requires one
time step and different parts of the same chain (corresponding
to different branches of a folding route tree) fold simulta-
neously, we can also compute search times for each folding
route. Fig. 6 shows that, despite a multitude of microscopic
routes, the partially folded substructures in the ensemble of
fast routes are clearly distinct from those in the ensemble of
slow-folding routes.

In summary, ZAMDP, the CKY-like dynamic programming
method that is useful for parsing sentences, proves also to be
a useful conformational search method for finding the native
structures of proteins, closely resembling the Zipping and
Assembly Mechanism by which proteins physically fold up.

4. Dynamic programming is also useful for computing
statistical mechanical partition functions of
heteropolymers

Now, we switch to a different problem of biopolymer
theory. We are interested in the stabilities and folding cooper-
ativities of proteins and RNA molecules. Traditional polymer
statistical mechanics theories readily compute the partition
functions for two different types of single-chain transitions:
helixecoil transitions or coileglobule collapse transitions. It
has been considerably more challenging, however, to compute
partition functions for foldable sequence-specific biomole-
cules such as proteins. Folded proteins have a type of ordered
structure that is much more complex than a simple helix or
than a simple compact globule. The folded structure of a pro-
tein typically has some a-helical structure in some places,
b-sheet structure in other places, and different native chain
folds are encoded by different monomer sequences. Tradi-
tional statistical mechanical averaging over whole structures
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Fig. 5. Left (from Ref. [7]): experimental folding is fastest for proteins having the most local structures (helices and turns). Right: ZAMDP searching speeds are
also the fastest for proteins having the most local native structures.
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or whole sequences is not applicable to foldamers. Corre-
spondingly, it is also challenging to define proper order param-
eters and reaction coordinates for foldamers. We describe here
how computational linguistics-inspired dynamic programming
techniques can compute partition functions for some simple
protein and RNA molecule structures.

We focus on helix-bundle proteins, which are proteins whose
only secondary structure elements are helicese usually three or
more, see Fig. 8. Often, the tight packing constraints within a

native protein imply that several of the helices (which are ap-
proximately cylindrical) are usually approximately aligned, as
with rods in a box. Our model can be adapted to study b-sheet
proteins and is currently being used to study the equilibrium
unfolding of the Formin binding protein WW domain.

A key question: why do helix-bundle proteins fold so coop-
eratively? Small helix-bundle proteins fold via a two-state
transition e equivalent to a first-order transition in a macro-
scopic system. That is, at the midpoint of the folding transition,
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Fig. 6. The ZAMDP algorithm identifies all folding routes. Here, fast (left) and slow (right) routes. The diagrams at the top show where the trees show a repre-
sentative fast or slow-folding route. We have colored each cell of the parse chart according to the fraction of native routes that go through it.
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Fig. 7. The chart landscape shows the lowest accessible energy level for each fragment. Its shape predicts the amount of search required to fold a protein.
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half the protein molecules are native and half are denatured
and there is essentially no population of intermediate struc-
tures. One possibility is that the protein’s cooperativity arises
from the hydrogen bonding within each helix: a helical stretch
of the protein chain prefers to be fully helical or coil-like, but
not partly helical. Another possibility is that the protein’s co-
operativity arises because of the hydrophobically driven col-
lapse. In that case, the chain prefers to be either expanded
or completely compact, fully excluding water, but not partially
collapsed. A third possibility is that both local and nonlocal
factors cooperate: as each helix forms, it promotes the forma-
tion of the other helices and promotes the collective assembly
of the helices together as a bundle. We describe below a model
for helix-bundle folding, based on computational linguistics
dynamic programming.

4.1. The Ascending Level Model (ALM) of helix bundles

Our aim in this modeling is more modest than to treat the
full conformational space. Rather, our aim is to begin with
the knowledge that the native structure of our amino acid
sequence is a helix bundle, and to enumerate only the confor-
mations most relevant to the folding routes and thermodynam-
ics. For example, small helix-bundle proteins fold very
quickly, indicating that they do not get stuck in non-native
kinetic traps. So, we consider only increasing native-like struc-
tures from the denatured conformations. This approximation
allows us to use an efficient dynamic programming method
for finding the approximate partition function.

To compute the populations of the different conformations of
a helix-bundle protein, we need to enumerate the densities of
states and the Boltzmann factors for each energy level. We use
a lattice model. The lattice has layers (slices) that are perpendic-
ular to the axes of the aligned helices in the native structure, see
Fig. 9. A helix bundle is a linear stack of levels, with each level
being either a helical (h) or coil (c) monomer (see Fig. 9).

In principle, as with many problems in polymer statistical
mechanics, the count of the number of conformations in-
creases exponentially with chain length. However, our prob-
lem is substantially reduced because of two features of the
model. First, using dynamic programming (DP), described be-
low, the time required to compute the numbers of states scales
as no worse than O(l5) for an l-level 3-helix bundle. An l-level
3-helix bundle is represented by 3 strands, each strand having l
possible helical turns. If we have s strands and l levels, the
number of states will be 2sl. For a 4-level 3-helix bundle, for
example, this gives 212" 4096 different states (one of which
is shown in Fig. 9). Since there are 3 monomers per turn, these
4096 states represent a 36-mer chain. Second, our degrees of
freedom are associated with the layers, not with the mono-
mers, reducing the conformational explosion.

In principle, as l, the number of levels, increases, the number
of states (i.e., the size of the search space) increases exponen-
tially: a 150-level helix bundlewould have 2150 states. However,
dynamic programming (DP) makes an independence assump-
tion that allows us to factorize the partition function. In
particular, we assume that consecutive coil conformations of
monomers, separated by a helix conformation, are independent,
reducing the search space enormously, to 1502. DP also gains
efficiency from building up the partition function from subcom-
ponents, without the need for recomputation of the parts.

In ourmodeling to date, we have considered three types of in-
teractions: hydrogen bonds within the helices, hydrophobic in-
teractions (among any pair of monomers, in the simplest case,
we have considered a hydrophobic homopolymer), and possible
additional cooperative interactions that result when two helices
pack together. The energy, E, of a chain configuration is:

E" Nhbehb !Nfef !Ncec #1$

where ehb, ef, and ec are the energies (in units of kcal/mol),
respectively, for a hydrogen bond, a hydrophobic interaction
and a cooperative interaction. The count of each such type
of interaction is Nhb, Nf and Nc, respectively. The details to
compute these quantities can be found in Ref. [14].

The dynamic programming method gives the density of
states, g(E ), the count of all the different conformations of the

Fig. 8. A 3-helix-bundle protein: the b domain of protein A.
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Fig. 9. The Ascending Level Model: the helices in the bundle are represented
in terms of levels or layers on the lattice. Here, a 4-level 3-helix bundle is
shown on a cubic lattice together with its associated h c sequence. Also shown
is a slice through the XY plane, indicating how the 3 strands are situated
in a given layer on the lattice. The dotted line indicates inter-helical
interactions.
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chain, from which we can then get the Boltzmann-weighted
conformational populations,

p#E$ " Q%1g#E$exp# % bE$;

where b" 1/kT is the reciprocal of the Boltzmann constant
times temperature and Q is the partition function.

4.2. Predictions of the thermal properties of helices and
helix bundles

Any helix-bundle model must first be able to make accept-
able predictions for the transition between a single helix and
its coil ensemble state. Fig. 10 shows that the ALM model pre-
dictions [4] are in good agreement with calorimetric and spec-
troscopic data on the thermal denaturation of a 50-mer helical
peptide, called the Baldwin peptide, that has been studied ex-
tensively experimentally [21]. Fig. 11 shows that the model
predicts well chemical denaturation for various chain lengths.

A more challenging test is on helix bundles, which are
chain folds where both local and nonlocal interactions may
contribute to the protein stability. Fig. 12 shows a prediction
[4] for folding stability of the 58-residue 3-helix-bundle B do-
main of protein A [22] and Fig. 13 shows the corresponding

predictions for combined thermal and guanidine denaturation
of a different 3-helix bundle, called a3C [23].

Recently, Chan and his colleagues have shown that even the
most cooperative models, based on nonphysical potentials,
such as Go models, do not predict cooperativities as high as
those that are observed in protein folding experiments [24e
26]. The most cooperative folding model is currently that of
Kaya and Chan which is based on a favorable coupling be-
tween helix formation and the packing of the native core, in
addition to an extra stabilizing energy for the ground state
[27]. Their model predicts a DHvH/DHcal ratio of 0.91 for
a 55-mer chain sequence compared with a DHvH/DHcal ratio
of 0.83 for a similar length sequence [4]. Our model allows
us to interpret the stabilities and cooperativities in helix-
bundle protein folding. In particular, it shows that folding
cooperativity resides neither in the helixecoil transitions of
the individual helices nor in a simple hydrophobic collapse,
but rather in a coupling between the local and nonlocal inter-
actions [4]. Our model is able to provide the first well-sampled
energy landscape prediction for any real protein (see Fig. 14).
It shows that the thermodynamic barrier to fold is very deep on
the landscape and corresponds to the step of taking two partial
helices and pairing them together to seed an assembly of two
helices in the bundle.

A related model [5] of two-helix bundles uses formal gram-
mar theory to combine the ZimmeBragg model for local inter-
actions in alpha helices [28], which can be written as
a weighted finite-state automaton, with a model of Chen and
Dill for nonlocal interactions in RNA-like hairpins [29,30],
which can be written as a weighted context-free grammar.
This approach allows us to use dynamic programming to ana-
lyze sequences in O(n3) time and agrees quite well with exact
enumeration on a lattice, which takes exponential time.

The power of the computational linguistics-based dynamic
programming method is in its ability to provide a systematic
enumeration of fairly complex chain folds that can include
both local and nonlocal interactions through factorizable par-
tition functions.
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5. Other applications of computational linguistics
to biological polymers

In this paper, we have reviewed two novel applications of
computational linguistics to polymer conformational simula-
tions. The common thread between the structure of natural lan-
guage, on the one hand, and polymer conformations, on the other
hand, is graphs that represent relationships among the different
words in a sentence or among the different monomers in a poly-
mer chain [31]. These graphs can be rank-ordered along the so-
calledChomsky hierarchy (see Fig. 15). Graphs higher up on this
hierarchy represent linguistic constructions or polymer confor-
mations of increasing complexity.At the bottomof the hierarchy
are simple regular languages, corresponding to conformations
whose contacts are not recursively nested or crossed. These lan-
guages are generated by finite-state automata orMarkov chains.
The time required to parse strings of such languages is propor-
tional to their chain length. Although these models are not gen-
erally expressive enough to capture the structures of biological
polymer chains, the ZimmeBragg model for a helices can be
cast as a regular language [5], because it treats a helix as a linear
succession of turns. Hidden Markov Models [32], which were

originally developed for computer speech recognition in
1970s and have been applied extensively to various bioinfor-
matics problems such as gene finding andmodeling of sequence
families [33e35], also fall into this class of models. At the next
level up are context-free languages (CFL), which include recur-
sively nested links. In polymers, these are conformations that
correspond to the stem loops of RNA secondary structure or
b hairpins in proteins. Like HMMs, context-free grammars
have been used in bioinformatics applications [36]. The time re-
quired to parse strings of CFLs, e.g. by algorithms such as CKY,
is cubic in the length of the string (O(n3)). Therefore, dynamic
programming algorithms for RNA sequences [37,38], which ig-
nore pseudoknots and other crossing links, are equivalent to
standard CKY [39] and hence also have cubic runtime.

However, natural languages and a number of more challeng-
ing biopolymer structures require graphs that contain crossing
links. For example, Dutch is a language that cannot be parsed
with context-free grammars. Protein conformations with cross-
ing links include helix bundles and b sheets. RNA secondary
structures such as pseudoknots also contain crossing links. In
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Chomsky’s original hierarchy, the third lowest level is that of the
context-sensitive languages (CSL), which cannot be parsed in
polynomial time. However, computational linguists have devel-
oped grammar formalisms that can capture the limited range of
crossing structures that seem to exist in natural language in
a way that makes it still possible to use efficient parsing algo-
rithms with polynomial runtime. These formalisms systemati-
cally capture intermediate levels of the Chomsky hierarchy
that lie above CFL, but well below CSL. One of these formal-
isms is the Tree-Adjoining Grammar (TAG) [40]. TAGs and
their generalizations characterize an intermediate class of lan-
guages, called mildly context-sensitive languages [41,42]. It ap-
pears that crossings links in biopolymer conformations are
limited in a similar way as the crossing dependencies in natural
languages [43]. When applied to polymer conformational prob-
lems, these formalisms lead therefore to the prospect of efficient
algorithms that are able to handle a variety of complex folded
states of chains, such as those of proteins and RNA molecules.
Some researchers have begun to explore these more powerful
types of grammars for biological sequence analysis and struc-
ture prediction, including, for example, proposals for TAG-
based models of RNA pseudoknots [44].

6. Conclusions

For many years, methods that originated in computational
linguistics such as Hidden Markov Models and context-free

grammars have been important in bioinformatics [39], e.g.
for the alignment of DNA sequences or for the prediction of
simple RNA secondary structures. We have reviewed here
two examples showing that new computational linguistics
techniques are now allowing us to go beyond sequence com-
parisons and the prediction of simple secondary structure ele-
ments, giving insights into structures, folding mechanisms and
the statistical physics of RNA and protein molecules. Compu-
tational linguistics-inspired dynamic programming methods
can enumerate possible polymer conformations, leading to
densities of states, partition functions, and predictions for
the thermal properties of proteins and RNA molecules. Dy-
namic programming methods can also search conformational
space efficiently, leading to new ways to predict native protein
structures and explore folding mechanisms.
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